**Buble' Its Cold Outside**

Revised: September 3, 2015

| CHOREO:         | Ron & Pat Plouch (210-256-9179) | 8926 Shady Leaf  
|                 | Ron.pat.dance@satx.rr.com       | San Antonio TX 78254 |
| RECORD:         | "Baby It's Cold Outside (Duet with Michael Buble" , Album *Idina Menzel, Holiday Wishes* 
|                 | Downloadable from ITunes or Most Music Download Sites) |
| FOOTWORK:       | Opposite (woman's footwork shown italicized in parentheses) |
| RHYTHM:         | Foxtrot                        |
| SPEED:          | Recorded Speed                 |
| TIME:           | Original Music 2:41, Cut at 2:37 |
| Music Edit:     | Cut Music at 2:37 Immediately after "Ok Fine", Fade out 2:35 ½ to 2:37 as she says "Ok Fine" |
| PHASE           | V (Avg)                        |
| TIMING:         | S, Q, Q; unless otherwise indicated |
| SEQUENCE:       | Intro A B Int A B(1-12) End |

**Introduction**

1-4 (OP FCG/WALL, Both Trlg Foot Free) Wait Two Measures;; Thru, Sd, Behind; Roll 3;  
1-2 [Wait Two Measures] Wait Two Measures;;
3 [Thru, Side, Behind] Cross right thru toward LOD, Step side left, Cross Right behind left to BFLY/Wall, -; (Cross Left thru toward LOD, Step side right, Cross left behind right, -;) {Timing: QQS}
4 [Roll Three] Step side with left foot toward LOD commence turning LF, - , Step side right toward LOD continuing LF turn, Step side left toward LOD to BFLY/Wall; (Step side right toward LOD commence turning RF, - , Step side left toward LOD continuing RF turn, Step side right toward LOD) {Timing QQS}

5+ (BFLY/WALL) Step Tog Tch (CP/DLW); Hold (two beats);
5 [Step Together, Touch] Forward right to CP/DLW, -, Touch left, - , -; (Forward left, -, Touch right, -;) {Timing: SS}
+ [Hold] Hold two beats -, -; (-, -;)

**Part A**

1-4 (CP/DLW) Hover Telemark; Nat Weave; Chg Dir;
1 [Hover Telemark] Forward left, -, diagonal side and forward right rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 RF, forward left small step on toes to SCP/DLW; (Back right, -, diagonal side and back left with hovering action and body turning 1/8 to 1/4 RF, forward right small step on toes to SCP;)
2-3 [Natural Weave] Forward right commence to turn RF, -, side left with left side stretch [under ¼ right face turn between steps 1 and 2], with right side lead back right DLC preparing to lead woman outside partner [slight RF turn between steps 2 and 3]; with right side stretch back left in CBMP, back right commence LF turn passing through CP, with left side stretch side and forward left preparing to step outside partner turning 1/4 LF between steps 5 and 6 body turns less, with left side stretch forward right in BJO/DLW; (Back left commence to turn RF, -, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 1/4 RF between steps 1 and 2, with left side lead forward left preparing to step outside partner; with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner, forward left commence to turn LF passing through CP, with right side stretch side right turning LF 1/8 between steps 5 and 6, with right side stretch back left turning LF 1/8 between steps 6 and 7 body turns less;) {Timing: SQQ; QQQQ}
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4 [Change of Direction] Forward left DLW, -, forward right DLW right shoulder leading turning LF starting to draw left to right and continue drawing left to right over the remainder of the measure to end in CP/DLC, -; (Back right DLW, -, back left DLW left shoulder leading turning LF starting to draw right to left and continue drawing right to left over the remainder of the measure, -;) {Timing: SS}

5-9 (CP/DLC) Closed Telemark; Curved Feather (Check); Impetus to SCP; Nat Hover Cross;;

5 [Closed Telemark] Forward left commencing to turn LF, -; forward and side right around woman close to woman's feet turning LF, forward and side left to end in a tight BJO/DLW; (Back right commencing LF heel turn on right heel bringing left beside right with no weight, -, continue LF turn on right heel and change weight to left, back and side right;)

6 [Curved Feather, Checking] Forward right commence RF turn, -, with left side lead continue RF turn forward left, continue RF turn with left side lead forward right checking to BJO in CBMP outside partner facing DRW; (Back left commence RF turn, -, with right side lead continue RF turn back right, continue RF turn with right side lead back left checking to BJO in CBMP;)

7 [Impetus to Semi-Closed Position] Commence RF upper body turn back left, -, close right to left [heel turn] continue RF turn a total of about 3/8, complete turn forward left in tight SCP/LOD; (Commence RF upper body turn forward right between man's feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 RF, -, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, complete turn forward right;)

8-9 [Natural Hover Cross] Forward right DLW commence to turn RF, -, side left with left side stretch [1/4 right face turn between steps 1 and 2], continue RF turn side right [1/2 right face turn between steps 2 and 3 body turns less facing DLC]; with right side stretch forward left outside partner in CBMP on toe, recover right with slight left side lead, side and forward left, with left side stretch forward right in BJO on toe facing DLC; (Back left commence to turn RF, -, right foot closes to left heel turn with a right side stretch turning RF 3/8 between steps 1 and 2, continue RF turn side left [3/8 RF turn between steps 2 and 3] to CP; with left side stretch back right in CBMP on toe, recover left with slight right side lead, side and back right, with right side stretch back left in BJO;) {Timing: SQQ; QQQQ}

10-12 (BJO/DLC) Full Rev Trn;; Whisk;
10-11 [Reverse Turn] Forward left starting LF body turn, -, side right continuing turn, back left LOD to CP; back right continuing LF turn, -, side and slightly forward left DLW, forward right to BJO/DLW; (Back right starting LF turn, -, close left to right [heel turn] continuing turn, forward right to CP; forward left continuing LF turn, -, side right to DLW, back left to BJO/DLW;)

12 [Whisk] Forward left to CP, -, forward and side right commencing rise to ball of foot, cross left in back of right continuing to full rise on ball of foot ending in a tight SCP/DLC; (Back right to CP, -, back and side left commencing to rise to ball of foot, cross right in back of left continuing to full rise on ball of foot ending in a tight SCP;)

13-16 (SCP/DLC) In & Out Runs;; Nat Weave;;
13-14 [In & Out Runs] Forward right starting RF turn, -, side and back DLW on left to CP, back right to BJO; using CBM back left turning RF, -, side and forward right between woman's feet continuing RF turn, forward left to SCP/DLC; (Forward left, -, forward right between man's feet, forward left outside the man in BJO; using CBM forward right starting RF turn, -, forward and side left continuing RF turn, forward right to SCP;)
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15-16 [Natural Weave] Forward right commence to turn RF, -, side left with left side stretch [under ¼ right face turn between steps 1 and 2], with right side lead back right DLC preparing to lead woman outside partner [slight RF turn between steps 2 and 3]; with right side stretch back left in CBMP, back right commence LF turn passing through CP, with left side stretch side and forward left preparing to step outside partner turning 1/4 LF between steps 5 and 6 body turns less, with left side stretch forward right in BJO/DLW; (Back left commence to turn RF, -, right foot closes to left heel turn with right side stretch turning 1/4 RF between steps 1 and 2, with left side lead forward left preparing to step outside partner; with left side stretch forward right in CBMP outside partner, forward left commence to turn LF passing through CP, with right side stretch right turning LF 1/8 between steps 5 and 6, with right side stretch back left turning LF 1/8 between steps 6 and 7 body turns less;) [Timing: SQ&Q QQQQ]

Part B

1-4 (BJO/DLW) Hover Telemark; Op Natural; Outside Spin to a; Right Trng Lock:
1 [Hover Telemark] Forward left, -, diagonal side and forward right rising slightly [hovering] with body turning 1/8 to 1/4 RF, forward left small step on toes to SCP/DLW; (Back right, -, diagonal side and back left with hovering action and body turning 1/8 to 1/4 RF, forward right small step on toes to SCP;)
2 [Open Natural Turn] Commence right face upper body turn forward right heel to toe, -, side left across LOD, continue right face upper body turn back right leading partner to step outside the man to BJO/DRC; (Commence RF upper body turn back left, -, close right [heel turn] continue turn, forward left outside partner to BJO;)
3 [Outside Spin] Commence RF body turn toeing in with right side lead back left in CBMP small step 3/8 turn RF on step 1, -, forward right in CBMP heel to toe continue to turn RF, [3/8 RF turn between steps 2 and 3] side and back left to end in CP/RLOD 1/4 RF turn on 3; (Commence RF body turn with left side lead staying well into the man's right arm right foot forward in CBMP outside partner heel toe, -, left foot closes to right pivot on toes of both feet 5/8 turn between steps 1 and 2, continue to turn RF 1/4 between steps 2 and 3 forward right between man's feet to end in CP 1/8 RF turn on step 3;)
4 [Right Turning Lock] Back right backing LOD with right side lead commence to turn RF/cross left in front of right to face COH, with slight left side stretch continue to turn upper body RF side and forward right between woman's feet continue to turn RF, forward left to SCP/DLC, -; (Forward left with left side lead commence to turn RF/cross right in back of left, with slight right side stretch forward and side left staying well into the man's right arm continue to turn RF, forward right to SCP, -;) [Timing: Q&QS]

5-8 (SCP/DLC) Thru Chasse (SCP); Nat Fallaway Weave;; Chg of Dir;
5 [Thru Chasse to Semi-Closed Position] Thru right commence turn to face, -, side left/close right, side left to SCP/LOD; (Thru left commence turn to face, -, side right/close left, side right to SCP;) [Timing: SQ&Q]
6-7 [Natural Fallaway Weave] Forward right commence RF turn with right side stretch, -, forward left rise on toe continue RF turn, back right in SCP; back left losing stretch, slip right back commence LF turn to CP, side and forward left with left side stretch, forward right to BJO/DLW;; (Forward left with left side stretch, -, forward right rising to toe between man’s feet commence RF turn, continue RF turn back left in SCP; back right on toe, turning LF slip left forward to CP, side and back right with right side stretch, back left to BJO/DLC;)
   [Timing: SQQ; QQQQ]
7 [Change of Direction] Forward left DLW, -, forward right DLW right shoulder leading turning LF starting to draw left to right and continue drawing left to right over the remainder of the measure to end in CP/DLC, -; (Back right DLW, -, back left DLW left shoulder leading turning LF starting to draw right to left and continue drawing right to left over the remainder of the measure, -;) [Timing: SS]  
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(BJO/DLC) Diamond Trn ;;;;

9-12 [Diamond Turn] Forward left turning LF on the diagonal, -, continuing LF turn side right, back left with the partner outside the man in BJO; staying in BJO and turning LF back right, -, side left, forward right outside partner in BJO; forward left turning LF on the diagonal, -, side right, back left with the partner outside man in BJO; back right continuing LF turn, -, side left, forward right to BJO/DLC; (Back right turning LF on the diagonal, -, continuing LF turn side left, forward right outside partner; forward left turning LF, -, side right, back left; back right turning LF, -, side left, forward right outside partner; forward left turning LF, -, side right, back left to BJO:)

13-16 (BJO/DLC) Rev Wave;; Impetus (SCP); Whiplash;

13-14 [Reverse Wave] Forward left adjusting to CP starting left face body turn up to 3/8, -, side right LOD, back left diagonally; back right LOD, -, back left, back right curving LF to end CP/RLOD; (Back right starting LF body turn up to 3/8, -, close left to right [heel turn], forward right diagonally; forward left, -, forward right, forward left curving to end LOD:)

15 [Impetus to Semi-Closed Position] Commence RF upper body turn back left, -, close right to left [heel turn] continue RF turn a total of about 3/8, complete turn forward left in tight SCP/LOD; (Commence RF upper body turn forward right between man's feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 RF, -, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, complete turn forward right:)

16 [Whiplash] Thru right, -, turning body RF point left hold ending in CP/DLW, -: (Thru left, -, swivel on left to face partner and point right hold ending in CP, -;) {Timing: SS}

Interlude

1-4 (CP/DLW) Bk Hvr SCP; In & Out Runs;; Feather (DLW);

1 [Back Hover to Semi-Closed Position] Back, -, side and back with a slight rise with right side stretch turning Lady to SCP, recover to SCP/LOD; (Forward, -, side and forward with a slight rise & brush free foot to supporting foot turning RF to SCP, recover:)

2-3 [In & Out Runs] Forward right starting RF turn, -, side and back DLW on left to CP, back right to BJO; using CBM back left turning RF, -, side and forward right between woman's feet continuing RF turn, forward left to SCP/DLC; (Forward left, -, forward right between man's feet, forward left outside the man in BJO; using CBM forward right starting RF turn, -, forward and side left continuing RF turn, forward right to SCP:)

4 [Feather] Forward right, -, forward left, forward right outside the woman in BJO/DLW; (Thru left turning LF toward partner, -, side and back right, back left in BJO/DLC:)

Repeat Part A

Repeat Part B(1-12)

End

1-6 (BJO/DLC) Rev Wave;; Impetus (SCP); In & Out Runs;; Thru, Side Corte;

1-2 [Reverse Wave] Forward left adjusting to CP starting LF body turn up to 3/8, -, side right LOD, back left diagonally; back right LOD, -, back left, back right curving LF to CP/RLOD; (Back right starting LF body turn up to 3/8, -, close left to right [heel turn], forward right diagonally; forward left, -, forward right, forward left curving to end facing LOD:)

3 [Impetus to Semi-Closed Position] Commence RF upper body turn back left, -, close right to left [heel turn] continue RF turn a total of about 3/8, complete turn forward left in tight SCP/LOD; (Commence RF upper body turn forward right between man's feet heel to toe pivoting 1/2 RF, -, side and forward left continue turn around man brush right to left, complete turn forward right:)
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4-5  **[In & Out Runs]** Forward right starting RF turn, -, side and back DLW on left to CP, back right to BJO; using CBM back left turning RF, -, side and forward right between woman's feet continuing RF turn, forward left to SCP/DLC; *(Forward left, -, forward right between man's feet, forward left outside the man in BJO; using CBM forward right starting RF turn, -, forward and side left continuing RF turn, forward right to SCP;)*

6  **[Thru, Side corte]** Step thru right, step side left using lowering action with supporting leg relaxed turning to CP/DLW; *(Step thru left, step side right using lowering action with supporting leg relaxed turning to CP;)* *(Timing: SS)*
# Head Cues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Msr</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intro</td>
<td>1-4+</td>
<td>(Op/Wall) Wait 2x; Thru, Sd, Behind: Roll 3; Stp Tog, Tch (DLW);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>(CP/DLW) Hover Telemark; Nat Weave;; Chg Dir;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>(CP/DLC) Closed Telemark; Curved Feather (Check); Impetus; Nat Hover Cross;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>(BJO/DLC) Full Rev Trn;; Whisk;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13-16</td>
<td>(SCP/DLC) In &amp; Out Runs;; Nat Weave;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>(BJO/DLW) Hover Telemark; Op Natural; Outside Spn; Right Trng Lock;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>(SCP/DLC) Thru, Chasse (SCP); Nat Fallaway Weave;; Chg of Dir;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>(BJO/DLC) Diamond Trn ;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13-16</td>
<td>(BJO/DLC) Rev Wave;; Impetus (SCP); Whiplash;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>(CP/DLW) Bk Hvr SCP; In &amp; Out Runs;; Feather (DLW);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REPEAT A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REPEAT B(1-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>(BJO/DLC) Rev Wave;; Impetus (SCP); In &amp; Out Runs;; Thru, Side Corte;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>